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Extraction of Thread-Level-Parallelism (TLP)

In multicore era:

Manual approach:

Main automatic approaches proposed:

DOALL
- Speedup increases with number of cores
- Limited applicability
- Loop-carried dependences not handled

DOACROSS
- Applicable to a broader set of programs
- Extremely sensitive to inter-core communication

DSWP
- Speedup are stable on inter-core communication delay
- Hard to predict speedup
- Hard to avoid slowdown
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Automatic approaches target *loops*

- General rule:
  more than 90% of the execution is spent in less than 10% of the code

- 10% of the code = hot *loops*

- Our analysis:
  Covering ≥ 98% of program by selecting loops properly is possible
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}

- Idea: exploit independent instructions *and* parallelism among sequential segments

Problem: amount of synchronization required increases drastically!
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Compiler

- HELIX has been implemented ∈ static compiler ILDJIT
Overall program speedup
Overall program speedup

Notice: no slowdown
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T0 → T1 → T2 → T3
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Diagram:

```
T0 ----> T1

Core 0   Core 1   Core 2   Core 3
```
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What is the cost of adapting the produced binary?

- Few store instructions
- Thread management
  - Thread pool
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Adaptive HELIX: Performance (2)

Knowledge

- Program parallelism: *Light runtime*
- Resources available: *OS*

- Program 1 has been parallelized for 2 cores
- The program changes execution phase
- *Light runtime* starts the interaction with *OS*
- Program 1 increases the cores to 4
Adaptive HELIX: Multi-programs

- Program 1 has been parallelized for 4 cores

Diagram:
- Start program 1
- Light runtime
- Program 1 (Threads): Thread, Thread, Thread
- OS
- Multicore with fast intercore communication
- Time
Adaptive HELIX: Multi-programs
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How to adapt the code:
- Light runtime

Running programs:
- OS

Program 1 has been parallelized for 4 cores
- Program 2 starts running
- OS starts the interaction with Light runtime
- Program 1 reduces the cores
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- Significant speedups can be achieved on current hardware
  - Hardware not designed for this type of execution
  - Slowdowns are always avoided
- HELIX is able to run both independent and most of dependent code in parallel
- The HELIX code is adapted at run time
  - for performance
  - to handle multiple programs

Light runtime and OS extension is required
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